
 

 

4th to 5th Dan Grading 

(Grading syllabus can change at examiners discretion)  
 

You will be graded on previous white belt, yellow stripe, yellow belt, green stripe, green 

belt, blue stripe, blue belt, red stripe, red belt and black stripe and black belt gradings 

plus…….. 
 

Line work: 

 All line work from previous gradings. 
 

 

Patterns: 

 Yon Gae (49 Movements) 

 Ul Ji (42 Movements)  

 Moon Moo (61 Movements) 
 

Additional: 

 Destruction –hand technique and foot technique of students choice – one side (minimum 

belt height) 
 

 

Theory: (Pattern Meanings) 

Yon Gae is named after a famous general during the Koguryo Dynasty, Yon Gae Somoon.  The 49 

movements refer to the last 2 figures of AD649, the year he forced the Tang Dynasty to quit 

Korea after destroying nearly 300,000 of their troop at Ansi Sung 

 

Ul Ji is named after general Ul Ji Mook Dok who successfully defended Korea against a Tang 

invasion force of nearly one million soldiers led by Yang Je in AD 612; Ul Ji, employing hit and 

run guerrilla tactics, was able to decimate a large percentage of the force.  The diagram of the 

pattern represents his surname.  The 42 movements represent General Choi’s age when he 

designed the pattern. 

 

Moon Moo honours the 30th King of the silla Dynasty. His body was buried near Dae Wang Am 

(Great King’s Rock).  According to his will, the body was placed in the sae “where my soul shall 

forever defend my land against the Japanese”.  It is said the Sok Gul Am (Stone Cave) was built 

to guard his tomb.  The Sok Gul Am is a fine example of the culture of the Silla Dynasty.  The 61 

movements in this pattern symbolize the last 2 figures of AD661 when Moon Moo came to the 

throne. 
 

 

 

 

The examiner will be looking at: 

Stances – Power – Focus - Knowledge of theory 
 

Time till next grading: 

4 Years. 


